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2019 First Release M3 Halogen Dimension Led
Headlight Unboxing

We have a boxing video clip boom right here, these are going to be the very first mod on Civic
Si. The car does not have LEDs or HIDs from the factory. I such as that a bit of the product
specs on the back right below. We might basically see the input power is 36 watts, the lumen
result on this specific one is 6,000 lumens to ensure that's quite bright to offer you an idea
what 6000 lumens resembles a standard hundred-watt light bulb. allow's go as well as open
package see what remains in this at once. We'll take the cover off here great little box it
appears like business are going to good packaging.

The bulb for this certain car is really an H11, currently the LEDs are packaged effectively
they're not clearly going anywhere in this box right here. So very first thing I wish to take out is
this. This is the LED I thought they were mosting likely to be plug-and-play. Some LEDs they
have the resistor and also the ballast really in the LED itself. Now quick little testimonial on
these M3 LED, these things are not unbelievably hefty they are actually in really top quality. It's
all waterproof, it's got a really great seal

Now allow's speak about the LED itself so this is the fundamental part of your LED. Of all, if
you get an LED you want to get one of the fan sees a little computer fan on the back of it. This
will certainly help maintain air moving around. The LED is that it's going to run cooler such as
this. Second look in all these little air vent holes in right here it's most definitely going to be
pulling air via the LED. What I indicate is that you do not wish to push air on a warm resource,
you want to draw air via the heat source.
Now we're mosting likely to look right in right here. Take a look at these little diodes in below.
You see just how the LED itself is yellow yet the board is white that's what you want. The
Honda is pretty great due to the fact that the Honda has projector headlights what a projector
basically implies is that there's mosting likely to be a lens before this, that's going to focus the
beam of light. So you do not need to stress too much concerning where your light is going I
will certainly tell you that this particular M3 brand though it actually has cutouts and things, as
well as it's developed to keep the light from simply radiating just entirely as well bright at the
vehicles in front of you, due to the fact that obviously that's a large thing. m3 h4 led headlight
'm going to go in advance and do an install on these things to see just how they turn out, my
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whole idea is to match my daytime running lights with my everyday ordinary lights that are on
the car.


